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Abstract
Th e physical ly-based Insti tute of Hydrology Distributed Model (II4DM) requires
rainfal l as input to generate predicted stream hydrographs. The aim of the
IH DM preprograrns is to estimate net (that is, ef ective) rainfall as an
improvement over using gross rainfal l as input to the main IH DM. This
report descr ibes these preprograms, together with a number of case studies of
forest and grass catchments. These case studies demonstrate fi rst that the•
preprograms can provide good agreement between modelled and measured net
rainfal l, thus generating confi dence in the predictive qualiti es of the modelling;
second, that due to restr icted data availability, daily rather than hourly
Automatic Weather Station data may be incorporated; third, that a complex
catchment may be simulated by increasing the number of physically-based zones
specifi ed, and fourth, that a combined rain and snow model may be  used.
á
1. Introduction
ME I' and 0 11 , the two programs described in this repor t, convert raw
precipitation data into ef ective precipitat ion, that is the water inpu t at the
ground sur face, by modelling the processes of interception, evapot ranspiration
and snowmelt. The programs were developed at the Institute of Hydrolor y as
an aspect of physically-based rainfall-ninof modelling. In the form presented
here they ca n be used as preprograms to the Ins titute of Hydrology
Distribu ted Model which simulates both surface and subsurface catchment
runof processes.
The IHDM is a numerical, physically-based and distr ib uted rainfall-run of mo del
incorporating equat ions of surface and subsurface fl ow with a physical basis,
and allowing for the spatial distr ibut ion of catchment variables (Eleven  et. aL,
1987) . The present version of the model, 11-1DM4, involves the solut ion of the
Richards equation of satu rated and unsatu rated components , of subsurface fl ow
by fi nite elements using a Galerkin weighted residu als method. Kinematic wave
rep resentations of channel fl ow, and overflow are solved by a fi nite difference
scheme. In such a dist ributed , model it is advantageous to be able to provide
accurate estimates of the spat ial and temporal variability of ef ective
precipitat ion inpu t. ME T and GLI . can also be employed for the conversion
of gr oss to net precipita tion for other analytical or mo delling purposes.
Program MET (Meteorological input) modifi es automatic weather sta tion
(AWS) data to a form appropr iate for use in a particular catchment an d in
sub-regions of that catchment. These sub-regions or 'zones' are chosen to
represent the spatial differences which may occur over the area of interest , in
par ticular in terms of elevation, slope aspect and angle an d vegetation type . In
MET, corrections are made relat ing to slope and altitude; those which depend
on surface proper ties are made in GLI.
Program GLI (G round Level Inputs) determines the flux of water at the
ground sur face . For rainfall, the processes of interception, evapotranspir ation
and th roughfall are considered, but no t stemflow. When used in conju nction
with the IH DM, surface and root zone evaporative losses are considered in
the main program. For snow conditions, melt is modelled either by  an  energy
budget method or by a temperature index method.
Section 2 of this rep or t defi nes the variables used in the pre-programs, de tails
the stru cture of the FORTRAN progr amming and includes examples and
formats of data fi les. Section 3 describes the results of case stu d ies using the
pre-programs.
2. Programs MET and GLI
2.1 DE FINITIONS OF VARIABLES
ME T
A DEP °C Wet bulb depression, measured by AWS
A LT m Altitude of each elevation zone
A NET F J 111- 2 r i Net radiation, measured by Funk radiomete r
A RA D J Solar radiation, measured by AWS
A RF ram h- 1 Rainfall, measured by AWS
A RNET J 111- 2 C 1 Net radiation , measured by AWS
ATA °C A ir te mperature, measured by AWS
AT W °C Wet bu lb temperature, mea sured by AWS
A Z degrees Angle for each radiation zone type
CATCH Name of the ca tchment
CNET J I11- 2 C I Corrected net radiation
CRA D J n r 2 s - 1 Correc ted solar radiation
CSO L I m- 2s- 1 Correc ted direct solar radiation
DC °C Dry bulb temperatu re correction
DEC degrees Declina tion of sun on fi rst day of mo nth
DECM IN degrees Minimum declination of the sun
DEUS mb ar °C—' Slope of saturated vapour pressure-temperatu re
curve
DF Cosine of minimum angle for altitude of sun
DLA P °C Dry bulb temperat ure lapse rate
DPT °C Dew point temperature, measured by AWS
DR Factor to convert degrees to radians
DSO L J Corrected diffuse solar rad iation
Parameter for determining vapour pressure
EQT minutes Correction to mean solar time on fi rst day
of month
ESAT mbar Saturated vapour pressure over water at
temperature TA
ESAT W mbar SVP over water at temperatu re TW
Parameter for determining vapour pressure
FACT Factor for deriving corrected solar radiation
from measured solar radiation
Constant depende nt on cloud type :
0.4 = high cloud cover
0.6 = medium cloud cover
0.9 = low cloud cover
G C °C Dew poin t temperature correction factor
G LA P °C Lapse rate for dew point temperature
HA degrees Hour angle
HA WS m Altitude of AWS
H OU R radians Hour angle
HZO NE hou rs Difference between time used for AWS data
and GMT
IDA Y Day of month that data starts
M EW
T IFF
1E V
IF1N
II-1
1MONTH
INTRVL
IRA D
1RAIN
LONG
NDA Y
NEV
NH
NOON
NRA D
NZ ONE
P
PO
QA
QD
QW
RAD
RF
RNET
SC
SMIN
SNOON
TA
TDEW
THETA
TW
VF
WC
WLAP
WS
degrees
hours
hours
mbar
j m - 2 s— I
fn m  11- 1
j nr 2 s- 1
J rn- 2s- 1K- 4
hours
hours
°C
°C
degrees
°C
°C
°C m— 1
—Im s
0 = no dew point temperature data avail able
1 = dew point temperature data avail able
0 = no dif use solar and no net radiation
data
1 = net but no dif use solar radiation data
2 = dif use solar and net radiation data
avail able
Array with elevation number corresponding to
each zone
Temporary storage for number of days in
month
Hour of the day
Month that data starts
0 = hourly AWS data available
1 = only daily AWS data available (if
INTTRVL = 1, NH = number of days of
AWS data and 11-1 = date of the month)
Array with radiation type number for each
zone
0 = use AWS rainfal l data
1 = use river gauging station or areal
catchment rainfal l data, rather than AWS
rainfal l data
Longi tude
Number of days in month
Number of elevation zone types (4 or less)
Number of hours of AWS data
Nearest integer hour to true solar noon
Number of radiation zone types
Number of zones (8 or less)
Correction factor for direct solar radiation
on a slope
Atmospheric pressure
Specifi c humidity of air at height ZA
Saturated specific humidity over water at
temperature TA
Saturated specifi c humidity over water at
temperature TW
Measured solar radiation
Precipitation rate
Measured net radiation
Stefan—Boltzman constant
Time between true solar hour and nearest
integer hour
True solar noon
A ir temperature
Corrected dew point temperature
Lati tude
Wet bulb temperature
Vapour pressure factor
Wet bulb correction factor
Wet bulb temperature lapse rate
Wind speed measured by A WS
X Cosine of angle between direct ion of sun
and zen ith direction
X 1 Sine of angle of sun at noon above horizon
of fl at plain at latitude TH ETA and
declination of sun
X2 Constant in equation for diffuse solar
radiat ion
Z EN degrees Zenith angle for each radiation zone type
GL I
ALB Shortwave albedo for snow
ALT m Altitude of elevation zone type
ASI , AS2, AS3 Parameters of empirical equation for snow
albedo
AV Albedo of vegetation afte r snowmelt
m- 2S- 1 Sensible heat transfer at snow sur face
CATCH Name of catchment
CKEFF J m- 1K—t r i Thermal conductivity of snow
CLAI Leaf area index
CMA X mm Maximum intercept ion sto rage
lCNET r Corrected net radiation
CPA J kr ' K- 1 Specifi c heat of air
CPI J kg—i Specifi c heat of ice at constant pressure
CP LAI Product of CLA I and PLAI
CPW J kg—I K—i Specifi c heat of water at constant pressure
CRA D J m 2s Corrected solar radiat ion
CS mm Interception storage
m s—i Bulk tu rbulent transfer coeffi cient
DELS mb ar °C— Slope of satu rated vapour pressure-temperature
curve
DN m s—i Bulk tu rbulent transfer coefi cient, cor rected for
stability
D RA IN mm Drainage from vegetation (in 1 hour period)
EE kg 111- 2 5- 1 Evaporat ion at upper surface of snow
EH J m- 2 s- 1. Heat required to produce evaporation
EINT m hr—' Evaporation rate of intercepted water
EP m hr—' Rate of inpu t of water to ground surface
(that is, effect ive or net precipitat ion as
input to Ili DM)
EQ kg 111- 2 C 1 Evaporation rate from snow
ESATI mb ar Saturated vapour pressure over ice at 1S URF
FACT m For snow:
facto r for calculating snow surface temperat ure
from heat and flux
For rain:
factor in Penman—Monte ith calcu lations
Cloudiness parameter in Brunt equation
G F .1 m - 2 s - 1 Geothermal heat flux
m - 2 s - 1 Total energy fl ux to snow
HOUR hours Time since last snowfall
HVEG m Height of vegeta tion
H I J m - 2 c 1 Energy fl ux from air to snow
IDA Y, IMONTH , !Y EA R Start time of data
IE V Elevation zone type number
1:1-1 Hour of the day
INET 0 = if correct ions for the type of surface are
to be made to the AWS data
1 = if measured net radiation is available and
the surface s propert ies of all zones in the
ca tchment are the same as those of the
AWS
INT RVL 0 = hourly AWS data available
1 = only daily AWS data available
INTRVL = 1, NH = number of days of
AWS data and IH = date of the month )
IRAD Radiation zone type number
IT Time taken for water to fl ow through
snowpack
IVEG Veget ation zone type number
LVW J kr ' La tent heat of vaporisation of water
LWI J kr Latent heat of fusion of water
MO DEL I = for energy budget snowmelt model
2 = for temperature index snowmelt model
NE V Number of elevation zone types (4 or less)
NH Number of hou rs of data
NOUT Type of output : if NOUT = I full detai ls of
net radiation and energy budget components
are printed
NRA D Number of radiation zone types
NVT Number of vegetation zone types (3 or less)
NZ ONE Number of zones (20 or less)
PLAI Proportion of ground covered by vegeta tion
PE m hr- 1 Potential evaporation
PNET mm h— Throughfall
PO mbar Atmospheric pressure for each elevat ion zone
tYPe
QA Specifi c humidity of air at height ZA
QD Saturated specifi c humidity at dry bu lb
temperature
Saturated specifi c humidity over ice at
temperature TSURF
QINT mm h—' Input to the canopy store
O W Satu rated specifi c humidity at wet bulb
temperature
R A kg m- 3 Density of air
RADJ Adjustment factor for back radiation from
snow for ef ect of vegeta tion and cloudiness
(if no cloudiness data available)
RF mm h—' Rate of rainfall input
RICH Richardson nu mber for atmospheric stability
RN J m—zs- 1 Heat supplied to snow by rainfall
RNET J n r 2 c 1 Net radiation
RS kg m- 3 Density of snow
RUT B B parameter in Ru tter model
RUTK K parameter in Ru tter model
RW kg m- 3 Density of water
SC kg 111- 2 S— I K - 4 Stefan—Boltzmann constan t
SF mm h- 1 Rate of snowfall
SHD Dif erence in specific humidities between snow
surface and height ZA
SMR Il l S- 1 Snow melt rate
SUMRO Sum of output values
SW M i l 11- 1  Water equivalent of snowfall rate
T °C Init ial temperatu re of snowpack
TA °C Air temperature at height ZA above snow
TABS K Value of TA
TS °C Average temperature of snowpack
TS U RF °C Surface temperatu re of snowpack
12 °C Average temperatu re of snowpack at forward
time step
VF Emmissivity of atm osphere
W In  S- 1 Wind speed at height ZA above ground
WE m Water equivalent of snowpack
WE() m Initial water equivalent of snowpack
WS ITI S- 1 Wind speed at height Z B above sur face
Z A m Height of temperatu re measurements above the
ground
Z B m Height of wind speed measurements above the
ground
Z ET m Aerodynamic roughness length
Z PD rn Zero plane displacement
Z O m Aerodynamic roughness length for snow for
model 1, temperature index for model 2
1 2 MO DEL DESCRIPTION
M ET
A description of the MET program,  is  provided here, section by section .
1. Description of variables.
A listing of the variable names and defi nitions, including un its,  is  given.
2. De fi nit ions of arrays.
Arrays are dimensioned, and double precision is declared.
3. Ephemeris of the sun.
To calculate direct solar radiation on a slope, the declina tion of the
sun, DEC, and the correction to mean solar time, EQT, are defi ned in
data statements for the lu st day of each mon th (abstracted from
Smithsonian Meteorological Tables). NDA Y, the number of days in each
mo nth , is also declared.
4. Read constants for the catchments.
Th e name of the catchment CATCH, latitude THETA (positive for
degrees north of equator), longitude LONG and dif erence be tween local
t ime and G reenwich Mean Time (G MT), HZONE (both posit ive for
degrees east of Greenwich), are read. The number of zones, NZ ONE,
required to model the catchment, and the number of elevation types,
NEV, and of radiation types, NRAD, are read. Each zone is allocated
both an elevat ion and radiation type nu mber , IEV and IRA D respectively,
and an altitude, ALT, is defi ned for each elevation type. The ef ect of
shading on direct solar radiation is calculated from defi nitions of the
minimum declination of the sun, DECMIN, and the cosine of the minimum
angle for which the sun can still illuminate the catchment, DF (from
Smithsonian Meteorological Tables). For the slope of each radiation zone
type, a gradient, ZEN, and an aspect, AZ (measured in an eas terly
direction from north) , are defi ned:
5. Read constants for the meteorological sta tion.
Data for the AWS are read. INTRVL defi nes whether hour ly or only
daily AWS data are available. HA WS gives the alti tude of the AWS,
IDA Y and TM ONT H the initial day and month of th e data to be used,
and NH the number of data records.
6. Determine tempera ture correction factors.
Lapse rates for wet bulb temperarure WLAP, dry bulb temperature
DLAP , and dew poin t temperatu re GLAP are read in, an d correction
facto rs for each elevation zone are calculated as the product of the lapse
rate and the altitudinal difference between that zone and the AWS.
T. Calculate air pressure for  each  elevation type.
Th e air pressure for each elevat ion zone type, PO , is calculated from
PO = 1.012 x 10 3 ( 1 - 0.0065 x ALT/288) 5'2 5 3
8. Step th rough calculations at hourly intervals.
Subsequent calculations are performed for each hour of data (or day of
data if on ly daily AWS data are available) .
9. De termine the solar noon and hou r angles.
If hourly data
 are
 available, diffuse radiation varies throughout a day
and is calculated by determining the time of solar noon, SNOON
(depending on longitude, time of year and local time dif erence from
GMT), and the hour angle, HA (a measure of rotation from the solar
noon position) .
10. Read the AWS data.
AWS data may comprise hour of day IH , solar radiation ARA D, ne t
radiation A RNET , wet bulb depression ADEP, air temperature ATA, wind
speed WS, and rainfall ARF. Th ere are op tions for reading hourly or
daily data, and for using rainfall data at a river gauging station or areal
catchme nt rainfall data in prefere nce to AWS rainfall data.
11. Co rrect wet an d dry bu lb and dew point temperatu res.
For each elevation zone type, wet bulb TW and dry bulb TA
te mpe ra tures ar e calculated from the AWS wet bu lb depression ADEP ,
and AWS dry bulb te mperature ATA, and lapse rate correction factors.
12. Calcu late specifi c hu midity for the air.
For each elevation zone type, the saturated vapou r pressure over water,
ESAT, and the sa tu rated specifi c humidity, QD, corresponding to air
te mpe rature TA are determined from the empirical relationship (Beven,
1979)
ESAT = 0.003 x TEMP ' + 0.063 x TEMP 3 + 0.776 x TEMP 2 +
5.487 x T E MP + 17.044
where
TEMP = TA/5 3
and
Q D = 0.621971(P0 (1.0045 x ESAT) - 0.37803)
Similar ly, QW, the saturated specific humidity at temperatu re T W is
calcula ted.
Th en
QA = Q W - 0.0005 (TA - TW)
DELS , the slope of the satu ration vapour pressure—temperature curve is
given by
D ELS = (0.622 x DESAT x PO /1.0045)/(P0/1.0045 - 03 78 x ESAT) 2
where
DESA = 0.0024 x TEMP 3+ 0 .0 3 7 8 x TEMP 4 03 104 x TENIP + 1.0974
13. Calcula te vapou r pressure factor for Brunt equ ation.
Th e vapour pressure facto r, VF, for the Brunt equation (Brunt 1932;
Sellers 1965, p.53) is calculate d from
VF = E + F (ESAT/1-333) "
where E and F are empirical constants.
14. Calcu late correct ion for direct solar radiation.
The direct solar radiation correction factor for gradient and aspect of
each radiation zone type is found by calculating the angle between the
direction of the sun at a given hour and the orientat ion of the ground
surface.
15. Correct direct and diffuse solar radiation.
Direct solar radiation is corrected using the factor calculated in the
previous section. The diffuse component is corrected using Z EN and
FACT, the rat io of diffuse to total solar rad iation falling on a horizontal
plane, where
FACT = DF + ( 1-DF)(X-X1)/(X2-X 1)
where DF is the cosin e of the minimum altitude of the sun, X is the
cosine of the angle between the direction of the sun and zenith, X I is
the sine of the angle of the sun at noon above the hor izon of a fl at
surface, and X2 is a constant.
16. Prepare data fi le for G LI.
Two ou tput data fi les are set up, which will be used as inpu t data for
GL I
GLI. The fi rst file contains VF, DELS an d OD for each elevation zone
type. Th e second fi le conta ins corrected solar radiation , CRA D, corrected
net rad iation CNET, air temperature TA, specifi c humidity of air QA,
windspeed WS, and rainfall RF.
The corrected meteorological data calculated in MET are now use d to
calculate interception and evapot ranspira tion and/or snowmen. The emphasis in
the present report is towards interception and evapot ranspirat ion; more de tailed
trea tment of the snowmen model is presentcd elsewhere (Morris 1983, 1985) .
1. Descript ion of variables.
A listing of variable names and de fi nitions, including respective units, is
provided.
2. De fi ne array sizes.
Arrays are dimensioned. Double precision is declared.
3. Defi ne physical constants.
Densities of air and water, RA and RW ; specifi c heat at constan t
pressure of air, water and ice, CPA , CPW and CPI; latent heat of
sublimination and fusion of water, LVW and LWI; Stefan-Boltzmann
const ant, SC; parameters in the Bru nt equation, E and F, and geothermal
heat fl ux, GF, are defi ned.
4. Read constan ts for the catchment.
Th e name of the catchment CATCH, the number of zones NZ O NE ,
elevation types NEV, vegeta tion types NVT, and radiation types NRA D,
are read. For each zone, an elevation, vegetation and rad iation type
number are assigned to 1EV, IVEG and IRAD respectively. NO UT
defi nes the extent of printout required. A LT, the altitu de of each
elevation zone type, is defi ned.
5. Read constan ts for the meteorological data.
INTRVL defi nes whether hou rly or only daily AWS data are available.
IDA Y, !MONTH, IYEA R provide the in itial date of the AWS data.
INET specifies whether corrections for albedo and vegetation are requ ired.
ZA and Z B give heights above ground level at which bulb tempe ratures
and wind speed, respectively, were measure d. NH defi nes the number of
data records available.
6. Read initial snow characteristics.
Two types of snowmelt model, the energy budget and temperature index
models, are available. ZO is the aerodynamic roughness length of the
snow in the energy budget model, and rep resents the degree-hour factor
in the temperature index model. Initial values of snow density RS,
water equivalent WEO, and average temperature T are read. Th ermal
conductivity, CK.EFF, is calculated from RS.
7. Read initial vegeta tion characterist ics.
Height of vege tation HVEG, zero plane displacement ZPD, and
aerodynamic roughness length ZET, are read, and are used to calcu late
the turbulen t transfer coefi cient over vegetation . Th e maximum
interception sto re CMA X Rutter mo del interception parameters RUTS
and RUTK, leaf area index CLAI, proport ion of ground covered by
vegetation PLAI and albedo of vegetation AV are read. Variation of
snow albedo with time may be specified using parameters AS 1, AS2, AS3.
RA DJ is an adjust ment factor for net long wave radiation, to account for
ef ects of vegetation and cloudiness.
8. Initial ise snow properties and interception storage.
Interception store CS is set to zero. Surface temperature TSURF and
average temperature TS are set to initial value T. Init ial snowpack
depth Z is calculated from init ial water equivalent of snowpack.
9. Initial ise hour since last snowfall count.
HOUR, the number of hours since the last snowfall, is set to zero.
10. Read air pressure for each elevation zone.
A ir pressure PO is read from a fi le generated by the MET program.
11. Init ial ise ground level input array.
Ground level input EP stores ef ective (net) rainfall or snowmelt, to  be
used, for example,  as  input to the main part of the IHDM. Since
snowmelt can be lagged over time, a two-dimensional array is specifi ed so
that snowmelt can be stored for each time step.
12. Read corrected meteorological data.
Corrected meteorological data, comprising IH, CRA D, CNET, TA , QA ,
WS and RF, are read from a file generated by MET.
13. Read further meteorological parameters.
VF, DELS and QD are read from a fi le produced by MET.
14. Calculate snowfall for each elevation zone.
I f TA is negative, then precipitation is considered to be snowfall and
RF is set to zero.
15. For each zone choose models required.
If the snowpack depth is less than 10- 6m and there is no snowfall,
then the snowmelt models are bypassed in preference to the rainfall
(interception-evapotranspiration) model. Conversely, if there is snow, the
rain model is bypassed and either the energy budget (sections 16 to 24)
or temperature index (section 25) model is entered.
16. Estimate net radiation.
I NET defi nes whether corrections are required for the ef ect of dif erent
surfaces on net radiation, RNET. If no corrections are required, RNET
is set to CNET. If corrections are required, then
RNET = CRA D(1-A LB) + RB x RADJ
where A LB is a function of parameters AS1, A S2, AS3, and net longwave
radiation RB is estimated from the Brunt equation (Brunt 1932).
RB = SC(VF(TA +273)4 - (TSURF+273)4) ( 1-G)
17. Calculate turbulent transfer coeffi cients.
DN, the turbulent transfer coeffi cient, is calculated from wind speed
WS, and heights above ground ZA, Z B, and za
18. Calculate sensible heat transfer.
Sensible heat transfer at snow surface, C, is given by
C = RA x CPA x D N (TA -TSU RF)
19. Calculate latent heat transfer.
Latent heat transfer, EH , is a function of LWV , QA , DN, 0 1 and QA ,
where QI is a function of PO and TSU RF.
20. Calculate the heat supplied by rainfall.
RN, the heat supplied to snow by rainfall, is given by
RN = RW x CPW x TA (RF x 0.001/3600)
21. Calculate the total energy fl ux from the air to the snow.
H I , energy fl ux from air to snow, is given by
H I = RNET + C + RN - EH
22. Calculate the new snow surface temperature.
From the heat flow equation, surface temperature TSU RF is
TSU RF = TS + 2 x H I x FA CT/CKEFF where
10
FACT = (CKEFF x 3600/RS x CR! x R1)03
23. Calculate the snowmelt rate.
The snowmen rate, SMR, is calculated from the energy available for
snowmelt, H, aft er warming of the pack to melt ing point, divided by the
product of LWI and RS.
24. Calculate the change in snowpack depth.
The change in snowpack depth, X, is given by
X = SMR x 3600 + EQ x 36001RS
where EQ is the evaporation rate for snow
25. Calculate melt rate and change in snowpack depth.
For the temperatu re index model, X is given by
X = 3600 x ZO x TA
26. Calculate new snowpack depth and water equivalent.
New snowpack depth is derived by subtracting X from Z. A new
water equivalent, WE, is calculated.
27. Determine the ground level input from snowmelt.
Th e time lag for water fl ow through the pack is determined by an
empirical equation. For any time step
EP = EP + (SMR x RS - EE ) x 3600/RW + RF x 0.001
where EP is the ground level input
28. Calculate specifi c humidity defi cit.
In the interception-evapotranspiration model, specifi c humidity defi cit
SHD is the dif ference between QD and QA .
29. Calculate turbulent transfer coefi cient.
Turbulent transfer coefi cent D is a function of WS, ZET, ZPD, ZA ,
Z B and HVEG.
30. Estimate net radiation.
Net radiation is corrected for surface characteristics using the sum of
net longwave radiation, RB, from the Brunt equation, and net shortwave
radiation.
31. Calculate potential evapotranspiration.
Potential evapotranspiration, PE, is calculated based on the
Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith 1965) with zero canopy resistance,
using
PE = (PNET x DELS + RA x CPA x D (Q-QA))/(LVW (DELS+
CPA/LVW))
32. Calculate throughfall.
Throughfal l PNET is given by the proportion of RF which does not fall
on vegetation, thus
PNET = RF x (1 PLA I )
Since the model performs calculations with an hourly time-step, if only
daily RF data are available then they are averaged over a 24-hour period
and hence a constant RF is input hourly to subsequent sections of the
model.
33. Calculate evaporation from a fully wetted canopy.
When the water stored on the canopy, CS, exceeds the maximum,
CMA X, canopy evaporation, EINT, is a proportion CLA I x PLAI of PE.
The dif erence between the intercepted RF and the loss by evaporation is
the input to the interception store, QINT.
34. Calculate drainage from a ful ly wet canopy with posit ive input.
If CS exceeds CMA X, evaporation occurs at the potential rate. The
change in canopy storage with time is calculated from the Rutter
interception model (Rutter a aL 1971). Given the time step interval ,
an analytical solution for the new storage, C2, after the elapsed time can
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be given by
C2 =CMA X + (In-INT + CALC - in(Q INT + CALC1 + RUTK exp CALC))
UTB
where
CA LC = RUTS (CS - CMA X + QINT )
and
CA LC I = RUTK erp (RU TB(CS - CMA X))
Drainage fro m the canopy. DRA IN, is then
DRA IN = CS - C2 + QINT
Stemflow is not explicitly incorporated (see section 3.8)
35 Calculate drainage fro m a fully wet canopy with negative inpu t.
If CS exceeds CMA X, then
C2 = CMA X in( RUTB x RUTK + exp(- RUTB(CS - CMA X)))/RUTB
and
D RA IN = CS -C2
36. Ca lculate drainage fro m an incompletely wetted canopy.
If C I exceeds CM AX, then
C I = CS + RF x PLA I - EINT
and
C2 = CMAX - in (RUT B x RUTK + op (-RUT13(C1 - CMA X)))/RUT B
and
DRA IN = CI-C2
37. Determine the net precipitation as ground level input.
EP = PNET + DRA IN - PE
38. Prepare ground level input fi le (for IHDM).
Write EP to a fi le , to be used, for example, as input data to the
main IHDM.
39. Move to next time step.
23 DATA REQ UIRE D
This sect ion provides some typical values for data required as inpu t to the
program s, together with a b rief explanatory note .
ME T
Two inpu t data fi les are required. The fi rst input fi le comprises AWS data
12
HA WS = 510.0 IDA Y=8 IM ONTH=2 NH =72 IDIFF=1 IDEW=0 0 =0.6
WLAP = 0.0065 GLAP = 0.005
This data fi le indicates that the catchment is at 52.5°N, 3.8°W with nil time
difference with respect to GMT . The catchment is modelled using 1 zone,
with 1 elevation type and 1 radiation type zone (hence IEV and IRA D are
trivial, with only 1 type zone). Mean al titude of the catchment is 442 m.
DF is derived from Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, and DECM1N is the
minimum declination during the period of study (here from 8-10 February).
Gradient is 5.81° and aspect is 127.3° from north. Hourly AWS data are
available. Al ti tude of the AWS is 510 m; A WS data are available from 8
February; there are 72 hours of records; net but not dif fuse radiation data are
avai lable; dew point temperatures are unavailable, and medium cloud cover is
specifi ed Lapse rates are defi ned.
Parameters E = 0.56 and F = 0.05 are specifi ed in a data statement.
GLI
Two data fi les output from MET are used as input to GL I. The third input
data fi le (together with parameter names) may  be  of the form:
NZONE = 1 NEV = 1 NVT = 1 NRA D = 1
1EV = 1
IVEG = 1
I RA D = 1
NOUT = 1
A LT = 442.0
INT RVL = 0
ID A Y = 8 MONTH = 2 NY EA R = 82
IN ET = 1 ZA = 1.5 ZB = 2.0 NH = 72
MOD EL = 1
ZO = 5.0x10-3 RS=5.5x 102 T = 0.0 A R=0.0
WEO = 0.0
HVEG = 0.1 ZPD = 0.0 Z ET = 0.01 CMA X = 1.0
RUT B = 2.0 RUTK = 0.0342 CLA 1 = 1.0 PLA I = 0.9
A V = 0.2 AS1 = 0.0 AS2 = 0.0 AS3 = 0.0
RA DJ = 0.0
This data fi le indicates that the catchment is modelled using 1 zone, wi th 1
elevation type, 1 vegetation type, and I radiation type (hence IEV , IVEG and
I RA D are trivial ). Full detai ls of radiation calculations are to be printed. The
mean altitude of the catchment is 442 m. Hourly AWS data are available,
from 8 February 1982. Measured net radiation is available, temperatures are
measured at 13 m above ground and winds at 2.0 m above ground, and
there are 72 records of data. The energy budget snow model is to be used
in preference to the temperature index model. Aerodynamic roughness length
for snow is 0.005 m, density of snow is 550 kg I11- 3 , and init ial temperatu re
is zero. Zero water equivalent for snowpack is specifi ed. Vegetation is 0.1 m
high, zero plane displacement is at the origin, aerodynamic roughness is
0.01 m of the order of one-tenth of HVEG, (Th om and Oliver 1977, Beven
1979), and maximum interception store is 1 mm. The value of Rutter B is
2.0 mm and Rutter K is 0.0342 mm lc ' (based on values for trees given by
Calder 1977 and Rutter and Morton 1977). Leaf area index (the ratio of the
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to ta l area of potential vegetat ion intercept ion surfaces to total area of grou nd
covered by vegetation) is 1.0, and 90% of ground is covered by vegeta tion.
An al bedo of 0.2 is specifi ed, an d parameters AS1, AS2, AS3 are set to zero.
The adju stment factor for radiat ion is set to zero.
Paramete rs specified within the GLI preprogram are RA =1.2, RW=1000.0,
CPA=1005.0, CPW=4187.0, CPI=2093.4, LVW=2.5x106, LWI=3.34 x10 5 ,
S C = 5 .7 )( 1 0 - 6 , E = 0.56, F = 0.05, G = 0.6, and GF = 2.0.
3. Case Study Simulations
A numbe r of case stu dies ar e presented here, intended to simulate : (1) a
grassland ca tchment, (2) a forested catchment, (3) the use of an increased
nu mber of hourly data records, (4) the use of the two zones rather th an just
one , (5) the incorporation of rainfall data from a river gauging station in
conj unction with AWS data, (6) and (7) the use of daily rather than hourly
data , (8) a comparison of modelled EP with measured net daily rainfall, and
(9) the use of a combined rain and snow mo del.
The case studies are for sto rms on the Institu te of Hydrology experimen ta l
catchments at Plynlimon, mid-Wales. Th e Severn catchment (8.7 km 2) is
predominantly forest , the Wye catchment (10.6 km 2) is predominantly
grassland . AWSs are at Cefn Brwyn and Eisteddfa Gurig (Wye) and at
Tan llwyth and Car reg Wen (Severn) . Th e catchments stu died here are the
Cefn Brwyn and Gwy (Wye) an d Tanllwyth (Severn).
3.1 CEFN BRWYN, 25/6/80, GRASS
For this small grassland catchment, par ameters were initially taken as
PLA I=0.9, CLAI=1.0, CMA X=1.0 mm, H VE G=0.5 m, VI E0 = 0.0 m, RUM =
2.0 mm and RUT K = 0.0342 mm All temperatures in the AWS data at
Cefn Brwyn were greater than zero.
Figure 1 shows that a realistic plot of net rainfall, EP, against time was
simulated. Time t=0 corresponds to midnight. From t=0- 9 h, rainfall was
zero which resulted in zer o values and subsequently in small negative values of
EP, due to po tential evapotranspiration (see section 3.8). A maximum
observed rainfall, RF, of 4 mm and simulated EP of 2.1 mm occur arou nd
t=11 h. EP exceeds RF at t=12- 14 h due to the release of in tercepted rainfall
fro m storage. Between t=16- 24 h, rainfall was zero and EP decreased from 03
mm to zero, simu lating the ta iling-of of the lagged release of in tercepted
RF.
Sensitivity tests were performed on the initial mo del parameters and the results
were compared to the in itial n in. An inconceivably high interception sto re
of 10.0 mm for grassland was tested, and indeed generated low EP values that
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were very unlikely. Decreasing CMA X to 0.01 mm resulted in El' being
unacceptably high, given the timing and characteristics of this par ti cular storm,
as a consequence of the greatly decreased storage capacity. Using HVEG =
0.1 m generated increased El' against time. CLA I = 0.1 produced a
moderate increase in EP. PLA I = 0.5 produced an increase in EP, since less
RF would have been intercepted. Reducing DECNEIN by 10% gave rise to
less than 1% change in CRA D and CNET, and li tt le change in EP.
A simulated comparison of grassland and forest was attempted by assuming
that af orestation had occurred. Parameters CMA X = L U mm, HVEG = 3.0
ZET = 03 m, A V = 0.1, CLA 1 = 2.0, PLAI=0.75, and RUTS = 1.76 mm,
RUT K = 0.0162 mm hr (Calder, 1977) were thought to be reasonable (see
Rutter and Morton, 1977). This assumed that the forest was represented by
a 75% ground cover of 3 metre high trees with 2 mm interception capacity,
and the equivalent of two layers of canopy.
Figure 1 shows the modelled pattern of EP. For a total RF (ERF) of 6.5
mm, the total El' in the forest model (EEPF) was 1.7 mm (26% of ERF)
and the total EP in the grass model (EEPG) was 4.0 mm (62% of ERF) .
This clearly il lustrates the dif ferent runof responses simulated between forest
and grass. EPG always exceeded EPF. A t t=14 h both EPG and EPF
exceed RF, due to the lag in release of intercepted rainfal l. For t=6- 9 h and
t=19- 24 h, EP is zero or negative for both grass and forest studies. The loss
from the forest is greater than from grass since evapotranspiration is higher,
especially in this June simulation. The differences in the response of El' to
input RF are primarily the result of simulating a doubled interception store
and doubled leaf area index in the af orested study.
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Figure 1 Rainfall and modelled net rainfall (for grass and fonest)
against time for the storm of 25/ 6/80 on the Cefn  Bnsyn
ca tciune ra
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3.2 TANLLWYT H, 1/111 7, FOREST
Using parameters though t to be representative of a forested catchment (see
se ct ion 3.1), the storm of 1/ 11177 for the Tanllwyth (0.9 km ' ) was simulated.
ERF was 45.5 mm in 24 hours: hence th is storm was seven times more
intense than th at studied in section 3.1. The' model generated EEP = 39.3
mm (86% of ERF). In a se nsitivity test, increasing HVEG to 10.0 m
produced little change, EP decreasing by only around 0.01 mm
A simu lation was pe rformed where deforesta tion and planting of grassland was
assu med. G rassland parameters of HVEG = 0.1 m, Z ET = am m, CMA X
= 1.0 mm, RUT B = 2.0 mm, RUTK = 0.0342 mm CLA I = 1.0 mm and
PLA 1 = 0.90 were defi ned. This simulated EEP = 41.8 mm (92% of ER F).
Hence , compared with section 3.1, a much greater intensity storm gave rise to
a signifi cantly increased proportion of EP.
A further simulation, of bare soil, using parameters HVEG = • 0.0, Z ET =
0.001 mm . CMA X = 1.0 mm (to allow for some surface ponding), RUT B =
5.0 mm, RUTK = 0.0005 mm CLAI = 0.0 and PLAI = ao was
attemp ted, and the EEP produce d was almost 100% of ERF.
Figure 2 comp ares the grass with the forested simulation. The peak at t=5- 7
hours is similar to that generated in section 3.1. For t=1- 16 h, EPG exceeds
EPF. A t t=7- 11 h, El' is due to delayed release of intercep tion sto rage. At
t=12 h sto rage is not yet exceeded, though EPF approaches EPG. The
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Figure 2 Rainf all and modelled net rainf all (for grass and f orest)
against time f or the storm of 1/ 11/ 77 on the Tanllwyth
catchment
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dif erence between EPF and EPG at t=12 h compared with at t=6 h suggests
that the storage capacity of the forest is almost fi lled by the ear lier peak at
t=6 h. For t=16- 24 h, EPF is very similar to EPG. Lit tle rainfall is lost to
interception-evapotranspiration, indicating that the storage capacity has been
exceeded.
33 TANIL WYTH, 7- 8/2/ 76, TWO DAYS OF DATA
Th is simulation used two days of hourly AWS data ERF was 20.5 mm. A
forest simulation generated EEP = 16.9 mm (82% of I RF). EP always
exceeded zero and minimal evaporation was simulated. Since input surface
temperatures were only 1- 2 C, this suggests that little evaporation would be
expected. EEP as a percentage of ERF is lower than in section 3.2, perhaps
because this storm is less than one-quarter as intense as the previous storm,
resulting in interception storage capacity being less readily exceeded.
A deforested simulation produced EEP = 18.9 mm (92% of I RF). Figure 3
shows that the peak occurs 1.5 hours earlier and is of 10% greater magnitude
in the grass compared to the forest simulation, as a consequence of the
greater interception capacity of the forest. A t t=12- 13 h, EPG exceeds EPF,
whereas at t=14- 21 h. EPF exceeds EPG because of the lagged response in
the release of intercepted rainfaJ I.
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Figure 3 Rainf all and modelled net rainf all (for grass and f orest)
agains t tim e for the storm of 7-8/2/ 76 on the Tanllsyth
catchm ent.
Table 1 compares the simulations of sections 3.1, 3.2 and 33 against fi ve-year
means for 1970-1975 for the Wye and Severn catchments overal l. The values
underlined represent the value simulated (or measured) for the existing
catchment vegetation. Considering the different time scales between the
simulations (namely a summer storm for the Cefn Brwyn and two winter
storms for the Tanllwyth) and measurements, acceptable agreement is derived
(see section 3.8).
Table 1 EEP as a percentage of ERF
3.1
Simulations 3.2
3.3
A non, 1976
Catchment name
Section and storm date
Cefn Brwyn
Tanllwyth
Tanllwyth
Wye 1970-75
Severn 1970-75
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Total rainfal l
input mm
25/6/80 6.5
1/ 11/77 45.5
7- 8/2/76 205
Bare
Forest Grass Soil
26%
86%
82%
1 4 CEFN BRWYN, 25/6/80, USIN G T WO ZONES
62%
92% 100%
92%
n/a 82% n/a
70% n/a n/a
Simulation of the storm of section 3.1 was repeated, but now represent ing the
catchment as two zones or sub-regions rather than one. The adjusted
parameters used were: NZ ONE=2, NEV=2, NRA D=2, IEV(1)=1, IEV(2)=2,
I RA D(1)=1, I RA D(2)=2, A LT(1)=413.0, ALT(2)=360.0, ZEN( 1)=10.94,
Z EN (2)=1.45, A Z (1)=242.0, and AZ (2)=195.0.
In the basic two-zone simulation only one vegetati on zone was specifi ed (the
existing grassland), and hence NVT=1, IVEG(1)=IV EG(2)=1 were set. The
simulated EP was litt le dif erent from the one-zone scheme, suggesting that
the one-zone scheme may be an adequate representation of the study
catchment. This also indicated an apparently greater sensit ivity to parameters
such as vegetation rather than to the number of elevation and radiation zones
in this case study. Comparing the two schemes, the value of EP at any time
step using the one-zone scheme was generally intermediate between the two
values generated in the two-zone scheme, thus demonstrating the averaged
nature of the one-zone scheme.
Fl i r ther test simulations were performed. In the basic simulation a peak EP
of 2.1 mm was derived, corresponding to 52% of the peak RF. Increasing
DF by 10% had no signifi cant ef ect on the EP values. However, increasing
RF by a factor of ten throughout the study period produced an EP peak of
37.9 mm, corresponding to 95% of peak RF. In this simulation the storage
capacity has clearly been exceeded in comparison to the basic simulation.
Simulating the upland zone as afforested and the lowland zone as grass led to
a large dif erence in EP between the two zones. A t peak, EPF was 29% of
RF and EPG was 52% of RF. Th is clearly showed the ef ect on EP of the
larger interception capacity of forests. A further simulation assumed that both
zones were afforested and generated a signifi cant difference in EP compared
with the basic simulation, with a peak EPF 29% of R.F.
This case study indicates that more than one zone may be used to represent
a study catchment and that different types of vegetation, elevation and
radiation zones may be incorporated. Such provisions may be crit ical for
representations of physical ly more complex catchments.
35 GWY, 17-19/11181, USIN G CEFN BRWYN AWS DATA
In a simulation of the storm of 17- 19/11/81 on the Gwy (3.9 kin 2), the
nearest available AWS data were from Cefn Brwyn (approximately 2.8 km
distant from the Gwy, wi th a dif erence in elevati on of 450 m). These
Cefn Brwyn A WS data were used in conjunction with rainfall for the Gwy.
For ERF = 803 mm, 78.1 mm of EEP (97% , of ERF) was simulated. Th is
high percentage of rainfal l being simulated as net rainfall seems reasonable for
grassland since the storm is intense, and measured air temperatures are low,
and hence interception storage is rapidly exceeded and there is li t tle
interception-evapotranspiration.
A simulated increase in PLA I from 0.75 to 0.90 produced a minimal change
in EP, since (i) when RF was low a 20% increase in PLAI still gave less
than 0.1 mm change in EP, and (ii) when RF was high EP already comprised
almost 100% of RF. Th is result suggests that storm characteristics are crit ical
to the simulations.
3.6 GWY, 8- 10/2/82, USIN G EIST EDDFA GURIG AWS DATA
For the period studied, the nearest available AWS data for the Gwy was at
Eisteddfa Gurig (approximately 1.5 km from the Gwy, with a dif erence in
elevation of 100 m). Hourly data were available over the 72 hour period
considered. Grassland parameters of HVEG = 0.1 m, CMA X = 1.0 mm,
RUT B = 2.0 mm, RUTK = 0.0342 mm IL ' , A V = 02 , CLA1 = 1.0 and
PLA I = 0.9 were set. Since temperatures exceeded 0°C, the rain only model
was used, setting WEO = 0.0.
Figure 4 shows the measured RF and modelled EP. ERF was 32.5 mm,
EEP was 27.0 mm (83% of ERF). For the fi rst 15 hours, RF was zero.
Th is resulted in negative EF' being simulated for t=9- 16 h, due to potential
evapotranspiration. For t=16- 28 h, EP approached RI with time as
maximum interception storage was approached. A ft er the main peak, al l RF
was simulated as EP, indicating that the storage capacity was attained and that
the shape distr ibution of the storm is important with regard to the timing of
peak EP with respect to peak RF. Subsequently, EP exceeded RF, due to
delayed runof from the release of intercepted stored rainfall. A fter t=60 h the
pattern was repeated, but on a smaller scale.
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Co mp aring th is sto rm to that described in section 3.5, both over 72 hour
periods, it is clear that the more intense storm generated increased runof
because interception capac ity was exceeded at an earlier stage.
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Figure 4 Rainf all and modelled net rainf all against time for the
storm of 8-10/2/82 on the Gwy catchment.
3.7 TANLLWYT H, 7- 1012/ 76, USING DAILY AWS DATA
Frequently on ly daily AWS data and daily measured net rainfall (necessary for
comparisons with modelled EP) are available (see section 3.8). Simulations have
therefore been pe rformed using daily AWS data , requir ing 1NTRVL = 1 to be
specifi ed. This specifi ca tion results in the daily RF being divided by 24 to
derive a constan t mean hourly rainfall, used as input rainfall for all 24 hourly
time steps. An updated intercept ion store CS is calculated at each time
step, and hence the ou tput EP varies with each hourly time step. Daily EP is
then determined by summation over the hourly EP values.
Fou r days of data have been analysed (NH = 4) . ERF was 40.5 mm, an d
generated EE P of 35.5 mm (87% of ERF). This value is in close agreement
with the values of 86% and 82% simulated for the other winter storms of
1/ 11/77 (sectio n 3.2) and 7-812176 (section 3.3) respectively.
3.8 TANLLWYT H, 3 PERIO DS IN 1986, COMPARISON OF EP
WITH M EASURE D DAILY NET RAINFALL
Th ere is a need to test the simulated EP values against measured net rainfall.
However, su itable measured net rainfall data set s are scarce. Measured daily
data were obtained from an experimental site at Plynlimon, where net rainfall
has been derived from below-canopy gauges (P.T.W. Rosier, personal
communication). Three time periods were simulated, namely (i) 7- 12 June, (ii )
April and (iii ) August, all in 1986. AWS and catchment data for Tanl lwyth
were used. Catchment parameters specifi ed were PLA I 0.92 and HVEG =
10.0 m (observed estimates). CLAI = 2.0 and CMA X = 2.0 mm.
The good agreement between modelled and measured net rainfall for the June
data (Figure 5) gave confidence that a reasonable fi t would also be simulated
for the A pril and A ugust data This was subsequently found to be the case,
il lustrating the predictive qual ities of the model (Figures 6 and 7). Good
agreement between the peaks was obtained. The model generated EEP =
38% of ERF for June (compared with a measured total net rainfal l of Enet =
53% of ERF), EEP = 50% of ERF for April (compared wi th 60%). and EEP
= 45% of ERF for August (compared with 59%). Th ese values can be
compared wi th modelled values of 82- 86% for the storms of 7- 812176 and
1111177 for Tanllwyth, and with 70% for 5-year means for the Severn
catchment (Table 1). Th is comparison suggests that there may exist both a
seasonal ef ect (in that EP as a percentage of RF is reduced in summer) and
an averaging ef ect (in that EP as a percentage of RF may be reduced in a
longer-term study compared with a short period of storm rainfall ), which
intuit ively seem to be correct.
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Figure 5 Rainf all and modelled net rainfi il l (for grass and fr es°
against time f or the storm of 7-12/ 6/ 86 on the Tanlhvyth
catchment
For the measured data, stemflow has been estimated to account for 30% of
average net rainfal l. However, stemfl ow is not explicitly incorporated in the
present model and hence values of EP are expected to give an underestimate
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Figure 7 Rainf all, measured and modelled net rainf all against timef or the TanlIwyth catchment, April 1986
of the net rainfall. Al though a reasonable agreement of EP with net rainfall
has been derived, EEP is stil l only 80% of Enet (though compared with an
expected EEP of only 70% of Th et). The additional 10% simulated is
because drip-drain from the canopy is being modelled rather than stemflow,
and this may suggest that in this study roughly one-third of stemflow is
incorporated in the simulations. Further, simulated EP has some negative
values, representing potential evapotranspiration, which the net rainfall data do
not account for. If potential evapotranspiration cannot be sustained, then the
potential negative values wil l not be met.
Negative values for El' are acceptable since high potenti al evapotr anspiration
rates may be expected when surface temperatures are high and input RF low.
Thom and Oliver (1977) suggest possible evaporation rates of 5 mm day—'
from a wet canopy in winter. A llowing for an interception rate of 2- 3 mm
day—' , this indicateS an evapotranspiration rate of 2- 3 mm day—' . Gash  et.
aL  ( 1980) present a typical evaporation rate of 0.22 mm hr- 1 (5.28 mm
day—' ) as an average for Bri tish forests. If all El' predictions are assumed to
equal or exceed zero, then EEP = 68% of ERF is derived for both April and
August simulations. This indicates that somewhat more than 50% of potential
moisture requirements would be provided by the upper root zone of the
unsaturated zone of this study. From inspection of the EP data, this
corresponds to 2 mm day 1 of moisture. Assuming that the unsaturated zone
may indeed provide up to 2 mm day—' of moisture, the model was able to
simulate agreement of EP to net rainfal l to within t 2%, thus indicating a
possible method for linking the preprograms to the main I11D M.
Some additional explanations for the discrepancy between EP and net rainfall
may also be suggested. First, parameters such as HVEG may benefi t from
further adj ustment. Second, RF  has  been assumed constant throughout each
day, since only daily values were available, but this may be inadequate. Third,
zero interception store has been assumed at the star t of the simulation.
Fourth, variables such as temperature may not be the same at the study site
as at the AWS. Fift h, the model may stil l be too simplifi ed to derive
improved agreement between EP and net rainfal l.
3.9 TANLL WYTH, 11-12/1/80, USING RAIN AND SNO W
MO DEL
This simulation was performed to demonstrate the potential of using the
interception-evapotranspiration model in conjunction with the snow model. For
snowfall to be simulated, the model requires data in which RF occurs,
temperatures fall below zero, and an initial snow cover, WEO, exists. This
study used a negl igible initial thickness of this snow cover, WEO = 10- 6m,
and hourly AWS data. Other parameters were specifi ed as in section 3.8.
ERF was 10.0 mm and the total EP for the rain only model (EEPR) was
5.5 mm compared to the total EP for the combined rai n and snow model
(EEPR+s) of 3.6 mm. These values seem reasonable since most RF fal ls as
snow because temperatures are general ly below zero and a thin snow layer
builds up. Figure 8 shows that unti l t=14 hours some evapotranspiration is
simulated in the rain model. For the fi rst fi ve peaks in RF it is evident
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that most RF is intercepted bu t that the intercep tion sto re is steadily filled
since values of EP are increasing. Following each peak, some delayed ru noff
is simulated. The highest peak in RF occurs at t=36 h, corresponding to
mid-day on 12 January. At t=36 h, EPR. s  exceeds bo th RF and EPR,
because rainfall is supplemented by melting or the exist ing snow layer. The
peak in EPR+S occurs soon aft er the peak in RF, whereas the peak in EP R
is de layed lon ger. Following the main peaks, RF exceeds EPR+S ind icating that
the snowpack depth is increasing. Th ere is a longer tail in EPR compared
with EPR+S•
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Figure 8 Rainfall and modelled net p recipitation (for rain only model
and rain + snow model) against time for the storm  of
11-12/ 1/ 80 on the TanN y th catchm ent
Th e IH DM uses rainfall as model input to gene rate predicted stream
hydrographs as ou tput . This report provides information on the development
and application of the IHDM preprograms, which are designed to provide
improved estimates of net rainfall for input to the IHDM. However, as no ted
in sectio n I , the preprograms are no t restricted to use so lely in conjunction
with the IHDM.
Although research is continuing, the case study simulations already indicate
that the IH DM preprograms form important components of the IHDM. These
case studies have demo nstrated the po tent ial of the preprograms for (i)
grassland stu dies, (ii) forest stu dies, (iii) extended time period stu dies, (iv)
studies of complex catchments requiring simulation with many dif erent zones,
(v) the use of areal catchment rainfal l or stream gauge rainfall in conjunction
with A WS data, (vi) the use of daily AWS data when hourly data is
unavailable, (vii ) a comparative study of simulated net rainfall with measured
net rainfall, and (viii) the use of a combined rain and snow model. The
good agreement obtained between measured and modelled net rainfal l generates
confidence in the predictive qual ities of the modelling. The organisation of
the preprograms allows for many potential improvements which may be
implemented according to the specific requirements of the particular user.
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